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Abstract—Flexible load operators are particularly interested
in monetary transactions of demand response (DR). However,
the integration of the DR scheme into the distribution network
results in modification of power flows, which has to be managed
by the distribution system operator (DSO). Hence, a coordination
must be achieved between these two entities to comply with
their individual constraints and objectives. With the integration
of highly distributed and variable renewable energy, achieving
this coordination becomes an even more important task. In
this paper, an optimization-based generic model is presented
for evaluating DR in the presence of solar photovoltaic (PV)
and flexible loads. The integrated optimal pricing methodology
is obtained from the developed framework, which takes into
account operational conditions of the distribution grid and
flexible loads. The economic and operational efficiency of the
DR strategy is evaluated in the presence of (1) various pricing
structures and (2) available network topologies. Case studies are
performed using a validated building model and actual solar
irradiation measurements on a benchmark distribution network.
For comparison, liberalized market settings of the National
Electricity Market of Singapore (NEMS) are adopted in this
paper.

Index Terms—Flexible Demand, Buildings, Renewable Ener-
gies, Distribution Grids.

I. INTRODUCTION

DR strategies aiming to achieve controllability in electric
demand help power systems become more efficient and re-
silient [1], [2]. Furthermore, with the advent of renewable
energies and liberalized markets, controllable demand has
also shown the potential to help integrate variable renewable
energies into the market [3], [4]. Hence, in the near future, it
is expected that flexible demand might play an integral role in
the efficient operation of the power system.

Buildings as flexible loads with the combination of solar PV
as a renewable energy source have been reviewed in [5]. The
reason for studying buildings and solar PV in combination
is due to the fact that buildings’ energy demand and solar
irradiation are positively correlated. Hence, in principle, the
co-optimization of both systems has the potential of com-
plementing one another’s behavior. Furthermore, in an urban
environment with limited ground space, roof-top (building) PV
is also becoming a common site. However, a certain amount
of controllability in buildings’ electricity demand is imperative
for carrying out the co-optimization of the whole (PV-building)

system. Keeping this in mind, there have already been numer-
ous works to obtain controllable building models. Some of
them can be found in [6]–[8]. With regards to applications of
these developed models, authors have mostly concentrated on
developing DR strategies with cost minimization [6], [7], [9]
or providing grid services [10], [11].

Physically, the flexible demand is usually integrated in
the electricity distribution grid (medium-low voltage level).
Hence, in order to avoid interference in the usual operation,
the developed DR strategy must incorporate physical and
economical limitations of the distribution grid. With the similar
philosophy, in [12], authors proposed methodologies to couple
prices and control of various appliances in the future smart
distribution system. In particular, authors pushed the idea for
the distribution locational marginal price (DLMP). The prime
reason for advocating the DLMP was to increase the economic
efficiency and operational reliability of the distribution grid.
Also, authors in [13]–[15] showed efficient integration of
flexible loads and renewable energies in the distribution grid
using the DLMP.

According to our knowledge, a gap in the existing literature
still exists regarding the technical and economical analysis
of distribution grids in the presence of combined scheduling
of distributed solar PV and controllable buildings. Hence, in
this paper, we analyze the combined effect on the economic
and technical limitation of the distribution grid due to the
integration of price-responsive buildings and the distributed
solar PV. In particular, focus is given to branch flows in the
distribution grid and its relation to the energy procurement
cost.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, the eco-
nomic efficiency and the distribution grid operation is com-
pared with respect to various pricing structures. This compar-
ison is carried out within the cost minimization framework,
achieving a consensus between distribution grid and its under-
lying flexible consumers. Furthermore, a comparison is also
performed between the integrated optimal prices (DLMPs) and
the usual pricing structure of the distribution grid. Second, dis-
tribution grid’s topology and its relationship with the increase
in the overall cost of energy procurement is investigated.

Section II explains the modeling procedure for distribu-
tion grids. The optimal integrated pricing methodology is
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introduced in Section III. The simulation setup and results
are presented in Section IV. In the end, conclusion and
recommended future works related to this study are provided
in Section V.

II. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MODEL

This section describes assumptions and models used to
conduct simulation in this paper. The grid operation is modeled
through optimal power flow (OPF). This means that scheduling
of flexible loads and renewable generation is carried out
through an optimization problem.
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For each load point (LP) (i ∈ nLP ) and time step (k ∈ Nt),
the multi-period OPF (1a) finds an optimal generation/demand
dispatch p∗i,k ∈ RnLP . The OPF is constrained through node
balance (1b), branch [(1c), (1d)] and injections limits (1e)
of the network. For nl distribution lines, D ∈ Rnl×nLP

is the power transfer distribution matrix, representing the
sensitivity of branch flows (pb ∈ Rnl ) to the node injections
pi,k in the network. Lagrange multipliers (LMs) λ+/−

k ∈ Rnl

and µk ∈ RnLP are associated with branch flows and node
balance constraints, respectively.

A. Loss Approximation

The lossless linear OPF in (1) represents a standard proce-
dure for system operators to clear the energy market at the
transmission level [16]. However, losses at the distribution
level are not ignorable [17]. This is mainly because the
distribution grid has a higher resistance and lower voltage
level than the transmission grid. Furthermore, including AC
load flow equations renders the optimization problem highly
non-convex and nonlinear.

To overcome this issue, authors in [18] introduced a piece-
wise linear approximation of losses in the network. To deal
with the exclusivity and adjacency violations, authors also
incorporated integers (wb−

s,k, wb+

s,k ∈ Rnl×(S+1)) in the for-
mulation. Where S is the total number of linear segments
used to approximate actual branch angles leaving θb

+

s,k and
entering θb

−
s,k ∈ Rnl×S the node i at time k.

The nodal loss term pli,k ∈ RnLP is approximated us-
ing (2a), where Gb ∈ RnLP×nl is the conductance matrix. The
set bI,i and bO,i represent branch flows entering and leaving
the node i. The slope segment of the piecewise linearized
branch flow angle is given by segs ∈ Rnl×S . constraints [(2c)-

(2g)] enforce exclusivity and adjacency condition to the loss
approximations in (2a), (2b) (for details see [19]).
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The loss approximation presented in (2) captures ohmic losses
of the system indigenously, while keeping the formulation
tractable. The mixed-integer formulation does not provide off
the shelf LMs of binding constraints. LMs can be obtained
from a two step procedure: (1) by solving the problem for
optimal segments (integers) and then (2) fixing the obtained
segments (integers) and solving the original problem again.

B. Node Injections

For this paper, two types of flexible node injections are
assumed: (1) large controllable commercial consumers and (2)
distributed roof-top PV. In particular, the mass flow rate of
the heating, ventilation and air conditioning is modeled as a
flexibility source [11]. The model predicts the temperature of
the room xzk (surrounding walls and the room) as state space
function of the HVAC mass flow uzk and disturbances d̂zk as:

xzk+1
= Axzk +Bp(uzk) + Ed̂zk . (3a)

The expression of the power flow in the above equation is
calculated as:

p(uzk) = pheat,k + pfan,k, (4)

pheat,k = uzkcp(Tin,zk − Troom,zk), pfan,k =
uzkΔp

ρ
. (5)

The above presented model is validated against real measure-
ments, and for further insight into the units, dimensions and
modeling procedure, readers are referred to [6]. The single
room state space model of (3) is augmented by the given
number of rooms, floors and buildings of the respective LP
of the distribution grid.

xi,k+1 = Axi,k +Bp(ui,k) + Ed̂i,k (6a)
pflexi,k

= Mflexp(ui,k) (6b)

pmin
flexi,k

≤ pflexi,k
≤ pmax

flexi,k
(6c)

The thermal model in (6a) is the augmented version of (3) and
represents the modeled building in its respective ith LP. The
flexible power injected into the distribution grid is represented
by pflexi,k

∈ RnLP . The matrix Mflex ∈ RnLP×nflex maps



the flexible consumption p(ui,k) ∈ Rnflex for nflex flexible
consumers to their respective LPs. The feasible actuator limits
are represented in (6c).

The PV generation ppvi,k
at ith node is modeled using

the translation of total rooftop area covered by the PV sys-
tem (Apv) and its efficiency (ηpv) onto the received irradia-
tion (uirr

i,k ).

ppvi,k
= Mpvu

irr
i,kApvηpv (7)

The matrix Mpv , is similar to Mflex, but for this case, it maps
the total number of PV systems npv to their respective ith LPs.
Option for the flexible consumer exist to consume PV produc-
tion locally (plpvi,k

) or to purchase it from the grid (pgflexi,k
).

ppvi,k
= pgpvi,k

+ plpvi,k
(8a)

pflexi,k
= pgflexi,k

− plpvi,k
(8b)

Finally, the total injection at the ith node for step k is given
as:

pi,k = ppvi,k
− pflexi,k

− pfixi,k
− pli,k . (9)

The term pfixi,k
is the fixed consumption of LPs. These

quantities are estimated based on the historical data. In the end,
the full distribution grid OPF (1) is formulated by including
constraints for approximating losses (2), flexible loads (6), and
renewable generation (8).

III. INTEGRATED OPTIMAL PRICING

For the pricing structure, the setting of wholesale compe-
tition is assumed in this paper [20]. This means that most of
the energy is purchased by the DSO for its consumers, who
is also responsible for the maintenance and power quality of
the grid. However, large consumers (based on their registered
power rating) can buy energy directly from the wholesale
market. One of the example of this setting is the NEMS [21],
where larger consumers are given the option to purchase
energy through a retailer or directly from the Energy Market
Company (EMC) [22]. In general, the considered prices in this
paper are: (1) the flat tariff (FT) which is charged by the DSO
to small consumers and (2) the energy price (LMP) which is
cleared in the market clearing engine at the system operator.
The FT is usually decided so that the cost incurred by utilities
are recovered in a reasonable time. The LMP on the other hand
reflects condition of the power system (usually transmission
grid) such as congestion, generation and load levels. Even
though the nature of the wholesale market is captured through
LMP, it still does not account for the distribution system
condition. And in order to capture the maximum capabilities
of distributed generation and price-responsive loads, monetary
incentives and technical limitations of the distribution grid
must be aligned. The DLMP, similar to LMP, is a LM-
based pricing methodology. In particular, the DLMP translates
relevant OPF constraints as an increase in the overall cost of
the system. In this way DLMPs are able to represent internal
distribution grid constraints. In order to derive the DLMP,

consider the partial Lagrangian of (1) when only branch flow
constraints are binding.
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For time k and node i, the DLMP from the Lagrangian then
follows,

λdlmpi,k
=

∂L

∂pi,k
=

∂Ji,k
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+MTDT (λ+
k − λ−

k ). (11)

The matrix M in (11) translates the flexible node injection pi,k
to distribution grid LPs. In (11), one can observe that there are
two components dictating the price: (1) the energy prices or
LMP, propagating from the transmission grid (∂Ji,k

∂pi,k
) and

(2) the locational price due to distribution grid’s binding
constraints (λ+

k ,λ
−
k ). Hence, the λdlmpi,k

in (11) reflects both
the overall power system and the distribution grid conditions.

Since the locational price is the outcome of the distribution
grid’s operational and constructional conditions, we cannot
model it in advance. On the other hand the LMP is propa-
gated from the market clearing procedure and contains certain
properties such as the correlation with the forecast of the
demand and renewable energies. These properties can indeed
be modeled and included in the objective function, as the cost
for energy purchase is minimized in the objective function of
the OPF (1a). The rationale behind minimizing the energy cost
is that: (1) consumers are only concerned with the monetary
incentives and (2) the individual cost optimization problem
of each consumer is represented as a subproblem within the
overall OPF (1). As a result, the optimal solution acquired
by solving the overall problem also ensures a feasible solution
for flexible nodes.

The total cost of procuring energy is given by:

Ji,k = c0,kpflexi,k
− f0,kp

g
pvi,k

. (12)

In (12), for each step k, c0,k and f0,k represent cost of
purchasing energy from the gird and the revenue for selling
PV energy back to the grid, respectively. With the cost
function (12) included in the overall optimization problem (1),
the resultant optimization problem is a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP). However, with the procedure described
in Section II-A, MILP can be effectively turned into a linear
program. In [14], authors proved that the maximum consen-
sus (global optimal) between the DSO problem and the flexible
consumer, is only achieved through quadratic programing.
Hence, a quadratic objective function is formulated by intro-
ducing a price sensitivity term (βflex) in the energy price and
PV feed-in energy (βpv).

Ji,k = cTk pquadi,k
+

1

2
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The term βflex represents the relationship of increase in the
energy price due to the increase in the demand. Similarly, βpv

depicts the decrease in the energy price due to the increase
in the renewable feed-in. Interested readers are directed to
[13], [23] for more explanations regarding the price sensitivity
terms. In (13), one can see that the Hessian (B) is a positive
definite matrix. This implies that the resultant optimization is a
strictly convex problem, with necessary and sufficient Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions [14]. Intuitively, this means that the
solution to the cost minimization problem of the OPF and the
flexible consumer converges.
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Fig. 1. The RBTS bus 4 system used for the evaluation of the DR
strategies [25].

IV. SYSTEM SETUP AND RESULTS

The developed DR strategy is evaluated on the Bus 4
distribution network of Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS)
(see Fig. 1). The network has seven feeders (F1-7). Four
switches (SW1-4) can be used to change the network topology
from radial (opened switches) to mesh (closed switches). The
renewable energy injection as distributed PV is modeled using
the actual irradiation data from the Solar Energy Research
Institute of Singapore [24]. It is assumed that the total area
covered by the rooftop PV is 400 m2. The PV system is
assumed to be converting the solar irradiation to electric
power at the efficiency of 12%. With respect to flexible loads
the network originally has 10 consumers connected to each
commercial LP [25] (for their location please see Fig. 1).
For this paper, it is assumed that each consumer is modeled
as a flexible building containing 10 floors and 10 zones
per floor. The fixed consumptions for inflexible loads pfixi,k

are taken from [25]. The assumed values for βpv and βflex

are 1 · 106 and 1 · 104, respectively. For approximating losses,
it is assumed that the branch flow angle is divided into 15
segments. The energy price is obtained from the EMC [22].

A. Price Comparison

The above mentioned simulation setup in a radial configura-
tion (SW1-4 open) is simulated for three types of prices. The
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Fig. 2. Prices experience (top) and the resulting power flow across F3 (bot-
tom).

price at the transmission-distribution grid interface is denoted
as λlmp. The feed-in-tariff (f0,k) used for selling energy back
to the grid is assumed to be similar to λlmp. The mean value
of λlmp is denoted by λflat and represented as the FT (see
Section III). The optimal integrated price λdlmp is obtained
from the procedure described in Section III. As an evaluation
of pricing, first only power flow of F3 is presented in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2, it is obvious that with respect to adhering to the
distribution grid branch flow constraints, λdlmp outperforms all
other prices. This directly follows from (11), where the internal
distribution grid constraints are included in the objective
function of the optimization problem. In Fig. 3, scheduling
of flexible loads and PV production of LP16 is presented. In
general, for all three cases, due to the starting of occupancy
periods, an increase in the scheduled consumption is observed
during period 18-20. For the case of λlmp, optimization avoids
a high price period (20 onwards), which results in an even
higher consumption during period 18-20. This deviation in
optimality is also observed in PV scheduling, where it’s not
economical anymore to cover the building’s heating demand
from the PV. As a result, PV production is fed back to the grid
during periods (20-24). The scheduling due to the price λdlmp

only differs from λflat when distribution grid constraints are
binding. The scheduling result for the whole network is

Table I
SCHEDULING RESULTS

Case Peak Load (MW) Losses (MW) plpvi,k
(kWh) pgpvi,k

(kWh) Cost (SGD)

λflat (1) 48 1.7 12 0.5 8275
λlmp (2) 54.3 6.1 9.9 2.6 8288
λdlmp (3) 46.3 3.4 11.4 1.2 8830

presented in Table I. To keep the notation compact, simulation
results from λflat, λlmp and λdlmp are referred as case 1, 2
and 3. Due to flat price, the most cost effective scheduling is
observed for case 1. The cost depreciation of 0.1% and 6%
is observed for case 2 and 3, respectively. Please note that
the total cost is lowest for case 1. However, compared to
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Fig. 3. Temperature evolution of one of the floor located at LP16 of F3 (top).
Flexible load scheduled by LP16 (second from top). PV power sent back to the
grid (second from bottom). PV power locally consumed within LP16 (bottom).

case 3, the peak load experienced by the grid is 3.7% higher in
case 1. And as explained above, due to avoidance of high price
period, the maximum (out of all cases) peak load of 54.3 MW
is observed for case 2. Numerical results prove that case 3
presents the best pricing structure to reflect distribution grid
constraints. However, it may not be the “ideal” candidate for
the overall cost minimization of the flexible node injections.
Similar conclusions are drawn with respect to PV power
scheduling. The local PV power scheduling (plpvi,k

) in case 1
again shows the best performance, whereas its value decreases
by 17.5 and 5% in case 2 and 3, respectively. The PV feed-
in power sent back to the grid experiences a similar trend.
Please note that in this paper, even though no uncertainty in
the PV production is assumed, it can still be observed that
varying PV power feedback is experienced by the grid. As
evident from Table I, a pricing structure (case 3) tailored to
accommodate PV production and grid operation constraints
achieves a good balance between a pure cost optimal demand

response strategy (case 1 and 2). As a comparison, it can be
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Fig. 4. Experienced prices and feasible power flows across F3 for both meshed
and radial networks.

observed that, with respect to adhering to the distribution grid
constraints, the optimal integrated pricing (case 3) outperforms
other pricing structures (case 1 and 2).

B. Topology Comparison

In distribution grids, the possibility exists to operate it
as a meshed network. Mostly, these networks are found in
the urban environment. Since large commercial consumers
are assumed to be operated as flexible loads, an analysis
with respect to meshed topology of the distribution grid is
also required. The network shown in Fig. 1 can be operated
in a meshed structure by closing switches (SW1-4). Fig. 4
shows the effect on the integrated optimal price (λdlmp) and
the feasible power flow (pF3b,k) experienced by F3. It can be
observed that the feasible power flow increases in the meshed
grid. Furthermore, the price experienced by F3 is also lowered
for the meshed topology. This is due to the higher routing
option in the case of the meshed network. In general, a drastic
increase in the experienced price is observed close to the lower
feasibility branch flow limits; approx. 4-5 MW for the meshed
and 4.5-5.5 MW for the radial network. This information
is very interesting for load operators, since in the end they
have to bear the imposed cost. As explained above, the grid
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Fig. 5. The total cost of energy procurement and feasible power flows across
F3 for both meshed and radial networks.

flexibility with respect to feasible branch flows increases in
the meshed grid. This flexibility comes at a cost of a higher



overall increase in the cost of energy procurement. This effect
can be observed in Fig. 5. The reason for a higher cost is
due to the fact that even though the rerouting option makes
the branch flow in one feeder feasible, it pushes the branch
flows of other feeders to their respective limits. However,
for the feasible power flow for both the meshed and radial
network, the consumption cost for the meshed grid descends
faster and saturates earlier than the radial grid. This effect is
again explainable from the fact that the power transfer/shifting
capability of the meshed network is higher than the radial one.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a generic cost optimal DR strategy with
respect to various price signals and grid topology is evaluated.
First, from simulation results, it is shown that integrating
optimal pricing outperforms conventional pricing structures.
Second, the influence of the changing topology of the dis-
tribution grid with respect to integrated optimal pricing is
demonstrated. Results show that internal distribution grid con-
straints, when reflected in the prices, obtain a grid-friendly DR
strategy. Furthermore, the meshed topology has the ability to
host a higher amount of demand flexibility. But, this flexibility
comes at a higher cost of energy procurement. The other
downside of the meshed topology with the flexible demand
is the distribution of the DLMP within various nodes of the
distribution grid. This aspect has not been discussed in this
paper, and we will intend to pursue it in our future work.
Other tasks, such as investigating the information exchange
and handling of the uncertainty in price and load dynamics,
must also be investigated in the future.
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